Reward Gateway’s
Quarterly Product Update
April- June 2020

April
January

The Q2 product releases are here!
12 improvements across 8 different products with
a lot more happening in the background.

Employee
Discounts

Employee Onboarding ‘tooltips’ tour
Welcoming and educating newly registered, and
returning 'inactive' employees of the value of their
employee discounts platform. In four simple steps, the
key features and areas are highlighted for people to
start saving money on their shopping.

Core
Platform

Assigning roles in Reward Manager
Granting permissions to other members in your team
without having to contact our Client Support team.

Employee
Recognition
& Reward

A new look for My Awards Page
The 'My Awards' page has improved the clarity of the
award artwork together with the full message the
sender has written for them.

Employee
Wellbeing

Wellbeing Centre Analytics Dashboard
Clients with the Wellbeing Centre can now view full
reports and analysis of employees' usage and
engagement with the Wellbeing Centre.

Employee
Surveys

Three new additions to the Survey Template Library
Assisting with gathering critical feedback from remoteworking employees about how they are finding their
new working practices, we developed survey templates
for Work From Home, Coronavirus Impact and Return
to Work.

Employee
Communications

Core
Platform

February
May

SmartPay™
Employee Files

Onsite Alert Banner
A way to inform employees about current situations or
unpredicted changes as quickly and efficiently as
possible.

RG REST API
We have opened up our API publicly and it is
now available to all of our clients and third-party
vendors.

Employee Files
Use the platform to house important digital files for
employees to access at any time. Each file is specific to
the employee and will be associated with their account
only.

Self-nomination and employee suggestion programs
The capability for employees to nominate themselves
for an Award through your R&R scheme.

Employee
Recognition & Reward

Nomination review and approval
Nomination approvers can access approvals directly
from the front-end of their platform, rather than going
through Reward Manager.
Social Wall filtering with Enterprise Fields
Clients can choose to have Enterprise Fields added as
filters on the Social Wall.

Employee
Surveys

March
June

Survey Reporting
Clients using custom surveys can now include the
employee's unique ID for non-anonymous responses
when exporting the survey reports.
Customer Surveys
Expanding our survey product to allow our clients to
survey more than just their employees. Clients can
create a survey and then either upload a file of email
addresses or have the survey accessible via a URL.

Employee
Recognition
& Reward

Improved format for InstantAwards PDF certificates
A new and improved PDF format that displays the
award message text more clearly and allows senders to
write longer messages than previously, all the while
ensuring the artwork stands out.

Total Reward
Statement
(TRS)

Links to benefits
Clients with benefits that are run offline or outside of
RG can now add a button directing employees to a
SmartPage with more details on the benefit or to a
website where they can access the benefit.

For more details, visit www.rewardgateway.com
or contact your Client Success Manager

